United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) organised the 2018 Africa Carbon Forum from 11th to 13th April 2018 in Gigiri, Kenya.

It was for the tenth time the Nairobi Framework Partnership (NFP) brings together experts, practitioners and policy makers from Africa and beyond to discuss and advance the climate action agenda in Africa.

The theme for this year’s forum was “Climate Action for Sustainable Development: Driving Change in Africa.” Some of the high-level ministerial delegation included CS Environment and Forestry, Mr. Keriako Tobiko; Executive Secretary UNFCC, Patricia Espinosa; Executive Director, UN-Habitat, Maimunah Mohd; Tomasz Chruszczow, High level Champion for COP 24, Poland and Erik Solheim, Executive Director UN Environment.

Brahma Kumaris Environment Initiative

Brahma Kumaris (BKs) were invited for this programme, which was held at the headquarters in Nairobi, Kenya, and participated on all three days. They shared the Brahma Kumaris perspective on Environmental Pollution.

The BK is a spiritual organisation. Our main aim is to help people to experience greater well-being through inner peace and universal values. Our environmental initiative is based on five main principles:

- Living with simplicity
- Buying compassionately
- Using economically
- Learning continuously
- Sharing generously.
In the pictures, sister Urvashi is sharing BK objectivity with Ms Patricia Espinosa Executive Secretary UNFCCC and Ms Maimunah Mohd Sharif, Executive Director UN-Habitat.

Sister Pratibha is with Eric Solheim UNEP Executive Director and Ms Susan Kirui Ms Earth Kenya also visiting the NEMA exhibition stall in Africa Carbon Forum.

Mr Iyad Abu Moghli, who is the Principal Advisor for Strategic Engagement with Faith-based Organizations – Strategy and Policy Division, visited the Brahma Kumari's centre on 18th April 2018. He was touched by the concepts of Brahma Kumari.